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The Frasassi cave system is formed in carbonate bedrock by the interaction of sulfide-rich groundwater with oxy-
genated meteoric water percolating from above (1). Seasonal and spatial variability in the mixing of these two
water sources produces a wide range of oxygen and sulfide concentrations in the cave streams. The cave system
hosts a rich sulfur-based microbial ecosystem (e.g., 2), including cave stream biofilms that are dominated by dif-
ferent groups of chemotrophic S-oxidizing organisms (Thiothrix sp., Beggiatoa sp., or ε-proteobacteria) depending
on the sulfide to oxygen ratios and stream turbulence (3). As a result, this system offers the unique opportunity to
investigate sulfur isotope signatures associated with chemotrophic sulfide oxidation by key groups of S-oxidizing
organisms and at variable environmental conditions, within a natural setting.

We measured major (δ34S) and minor (∆33S and ∆36S) sulfur isotope values of sulfate and sulfide from five sites
within the caves, and sulfur isotope values of S0 from biofilms in two of these sites. S0 sampled from biofilms
was up to 6h enriched in 34S compared to sulfide, indicating much different biological fractionations than those
previously measured during chemotrophic sulfide oxidation by Thiobacilli sp. in the laboratory, but similar to those
measured for phototrophic sulfide oxidation (e.g., 4). The fractionations between sulfide and S0 varied between
biofilm types as well as with stream geochemistry (H2S and O2 concentrations). Sulfate S isotope values suggest
that sulfate in the streams comes from a single source (the underlying Triassic evaporites) and is differentially
affected by Rayleigh removal via sulfate reduction occurring at each of the sites. Mass balance ecosystem models
of δ34S and ∆33S values of sulfur species point to a complex sulfur cycle within the biofilms, including sulfate
reduction, sulfide oxidation, S0 reduction, and potentially S0 disproportionation. Fractionations between sulfate
and sulfide show different patterns in δ34S and ∆33S than any natural system previously studied, with values
plotting outside the limits of fractionations calculated for the sulfate reduction metabolism. These patterns could
provide a biomarker for oxidative sulfur cycling in modern (and potentially ancient) systems.
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